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● An introduction to RNA-seq
● Steps to Illumina sequencing
● BCL to Fastq conversion
● RNA-seq data analysis: 

➔ Bioinformatic analysis
➔ Statistical analysis : differential expression analysis

Transcriptomics data analysis



  

An introduction to RNA-seq

beneficial effects of silicon (Si) 
in plants, especially when they 

are subject to stress

This means whe want to look at differences in gene expression

What genetic mechanism is causing the difference ?

Roots

Si-treated

Roots

Control

Si
Si Si
Si



  

An introduction to RNA-seq

= a control root cell = a Si treated root cell

A bunch of 
control root cells

A bunch of Si 
treated root cells

Some genes 
are active These wavy lines 

represent mRNA 
transcripts

Gene 1 Gene 2Gene 1Gene 1 Gene 3

Principe du RNA-seq: abondance des ARNm reflète l'expression des gènes. 



  

An introduction to RNA-seq
= a control root cell = a Si treated root cell

A bunch of 
control root cells

A bunch of Si 
treated root cells

Gene A Gene B Gene C Gene A Gene B Gene C

We can use RNA-seq to measure gene 
expression in control root cells …

… then use it to measure gene 
expression in Si-treated root cells …

RNA-seq focused primarily on quantifying gene expression between samples in 
different groups, treatments, time-points, ...



  

An introduction to RNA-seq
= a control root cell = a Si treated root cell

A bunch of 
control root cells

A bunch of Si 
treated root cells

Gene A Gene B Gene C Gene A Gene B Gene C

Condition 1 Condition 2 Entity
Differential 
expression

Gene A    
Gene B        
Gene C

DGE
DGE

DGE

The goal is to identify genes whose expression level changes between conditions



  

Steps to Illumina sequencing

Step 1: isolate the mRNA 
  

Step 2: break the RNA and 
convert the RNA fragments 
into double stranded DNA

Step 3: add adapters 
and PCR amplify

Library construction involves generating a collection of DNA fragments for sequencing

Step 1: cluster generation
● Add to flow cell
● Bridge amplification

Step 2: sequencing
● Single base at a time
● image capture between 

each nucleotide addition

About 400,000,000 fragments laids 
out vertically in a flow cell

This cycle is repeated  n times to 
create a read length of n bases

Illumina sequencing



  

Here is an example of a single entry in a FASTQ file : 

@NB501040:2:HGVWFBGXX:1:11101:9426:1040 1:N:0:GCCAAT
TGAGANTGGGCGTCGTATGGAGATTGTTGAACTACCAAGTCATCCATACTTTGTGGGTGCTCAGTTCCATCCTGAA
+
AAAAA#AEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEAAEEEE6EEEAEEEEEEE6EAEEEEEAEEEAEEEEEEEEEAEEE//EEE<EEE

1. @read name with information about the sequencing run and the cluster.

2. The sequence (the base calls; A, C, T, G and N).

3. A separator, which is simply a plus (+) sign.

4. The base call quality scores encoded as a single byte ASCII characters to represent 
the numerical quality scores

BCL to Fastq conversion

BCL file



  

Here is an example of a single entry in a FASTQ file : 

@NB501040:2:HGVWFBGXX:1:11101:9426:1040 1:N:0:GCCAAT
TGAGANTGGGCGTCGTATGGAGATTGTTGAACTACCAAGTCATCCATACTTTGTGGGTGCTCAGTTCCATCCTGAA
+
AAAAA#AEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEAAEEEE6EEEAEEEEEEE6EAEEEEEAEEEAEEEEEEEEEAEEE//EEE<EEE

1. @read name with information about the sequencing run and the cluster.

2. The sequence (the base calls; A, C, T, G and N).

3. A separator, which is simply a plus (+) sign.

4. The base call quality scores encoded as a single byte ASCII characters to represent 
the numerical quality scores

BCL to Fastq conversion

BCL file

Images transformed into reads and base call quality scores => fastq file

Qscore = -10 log
10
 (Pe)

              ! '' # $ % & ' ( ) * + , - . / 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : ; < = > ? @ A B C D E F G H I 
 
Code ASCII          33                                                                   59            64                           73
  Qscore                 0 .  .  .  . . .  .  .  .  . .  . .  . . .  . .  . .  . . .  . . .  26 .  . .  .  31  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   .  41

Qscore = 20: Pe = 1/100 = 0.01
Qscore = 30: Pe = 1/1000 = 0.01



  

ctrl

roots

Si

roots_ctrl      roots_Si

leaves_ctrl      leaves_Si

Treatment

T
is

su
e

leaves

I1

C1

C2

Several contrasts can be tested: 
● In roots, is there a silicium treatment effect (C1) ?
● In leaves, is there a silicium treatment effect (C2) ?
● Is silicium effect similar for roots (C1) and leaves (C2) ?

Leaves

Roots

Si-treatedControl

Leaves

Roots

A example of RNA-seq experiment

Specific DE model:   batch + tissue + treatment + tissue : treatment 



  

Bioinformatic data analysis

roots_ctrl

leaves_ctrl

roots_Si

leaves_Si
Reads 

R1
Reads R2
(optional)

Preprocessing
& QC

● Trimmomatic
● SortMeRNAReads 

R1
Reads R2
(optional)

Reads 
R1

Reads R2
(optional)

Reads 
R1

Reads R2
(optional)

FastQ FastQ

FastQ

FastQ

FastQFastQ

FastQ

FastQFastQ

5' 3'
READ 1

READ 2

Preprocessing : 
remove adapters 

& low quality 
bases



  

Bioinformatic data analysis

roots_ctrl

leaves_ctrl

roots_Si

leaves_Si
Reads 

R1
Reads R2
(optional)

Preprocessing
& QC

● Trimmomatic
● SortMeRNA

Mapping

STAR or 
Bowtie2

Gene 
Expression 

Quantification
STAR or 
Sam2Count

Reads 
R1

Reads R2
(optional)

Reads 
R1

Reads R2
(optional)

Reads 
R1

Reads R2
(optional)

Fasta

FastQ FastQ

FastQ

FastQ

FastQFastQ

FastQ

FastQFastQ

Reference
genome

GTF

Annotation

Tools with many parameters. 
Some parameters need to be 

tweaked for plants

Gene 1 Gene 2

Mapping : finding to which transcript 
the reads belong

Counting reads : counting aligned reads 
overlapping genes (Estimate the relative 

abundances of transcripts)

csv

Raw   
Count  
table



  

Raw count data

Gene                         Sample #1      Sample #2

Sample #1 has 136 reads assigned to BnaA01g00010D gene

12 samples

52,962 genes

library size = the total number of mapped reads from a sample



  

Statistical data analysis

Differential 
Expression 

Analysis
edgeRcsv

metadata

csv

Design & 
contrasts

HTML

Report

csv

DE genes

csv

Raw   
Count  
table

csv

TMM  
Count  
table

Formulate 2 hypotheses:
H0: {there is no difference}: red = green
H1: {there is a difference}:   red ≠ green
Calculate the value of the test statistic
Calculate the p-value

0     p-value    1

Very big chance 
there is a difference

Very small chance 
there is a differencegene g

gene g

co
un

ts

co
un

ts

Decide if H0 is rejected or not
Estimation of the 

variance of expression



  

Metadata

label tissue treatment replicate

Leaf_ctrl_1 Leaf ctrl repbio1

Leaf_ctrl_2 Leaf ctrl repbio2

Leaf_ctrl_3 Leaf ctrl repbio3

Leaf_Si_1 Leaf Si repbio1

Leaf_Si_2 Leaf Si repbio2

Leaf_Si_3 Leaf Si repbio3

Root_ctrl_1 Root ctrl repbio1

Root_ctrl_2 Root ctrl repbio2

Root_ctrl_3 Root ctrl repbio3

Root_Si_1 Root Si repbio1

Root_Si_2 Root Si repbio2

Root_Si_3 Root Si repbio3

Normalized sample names



  

id dyw2_HO
_rep1

dyw2_H
O_rep2

dyw2_WT
_rep1

AT1G01010.1 328 656 1312

AT1G01020.1 124 248 129

AT1G01030.1 90 180 93

AT1G01040.2 463 926 480

AT1G01046.1 4 8 4

Taille librairie 1009 2018 2018

Profondeur de 
séquençage X 2

Biais de 
composition X 0,5

L'expression d'un gène ne dépend pas seulement de la profondeur de séquençage. Elle 
dépend aussi du niveau d'expression des autres transcripts. Même si les tailles de librairies 
sont identiques entres échantillons, des gènes peuvent masquer l'expression d'autres gènes. 

https://support.bioconductor.org/p/73844/

TMM normalization of count data
TMM (Trimmed Mean of M-values)

EdgeR use an elaborate normalization method called Trimmed Mean of M-values (TMM).



  

Normalized count table

The observed counts of the features cannot be directly compared across samples, since 
there are differences in sequencing depth across libraries. The simplest normalization 

would involve rescaling counts by the library size (i.e. the total number of mapped reads 
from a sample). This normalization technique, however, is not always effective since few, 

very highly expressed genes can consume a substantial proportion of the total library 
size, causing the remaining genes to be under-sampled in that sample. EdgeR use a 

more elaborate normalization method called Trimmed Mean of M-values (TMM). It relies 
on the hypothesis that most features are not differentially expressed.



  

PCA on normalized counts



  

DE gene lists
C

om
pa

ris
on



  Thank you for your attention

A high quality experimental design is the key to success for any multi-omics study

Conclusion

Exploiting Interdata Relationships in Next-generation 
Proteomics Analysis

https://doi.org/10.1074/mcp.MR118.001246
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